"What an indescribable, intense beauty! Divine, I'd almost say."
writes Jan Willem Broek in subjectivisten.nl week 16 about Solfrid Molland's album
'Håpets Kappe'.
I am not a religious man, but believe that faith, like atheism, is a philosophy of life. And
where you draw strength, you simply do not put it aside. The Kirkelig Kulturverksted label
regularly presents the most beautiful releases with a religious interface. This also applies to
the Norwegian singer and pianist Solfrid Molland. She studied classical piano and music
theory at the University of Oslo, but often opts for a more adventurous approach on her
albums and lengthens classical music with folk and worldly elements. With that she knows
how to make paralyzing beautiful music. Her previous album Forvandling (2016) ends (a
year later) high in my year list. Now she is back with Håpets Kappe, which means “the cloak
of hope”. The idea behind this new throw is that we only have one earth, which must come up
jointly apart from the many different religions and ideas. You don't have to tell me that music
connects me and many others. Molland (vocals, accordion, piano) surrounds herself here with
the great musicians Hayden Powell (trumpet), Mats Ellertsen (double bass), Daniel Lazar
(violin) and Aziz Kossai (vocals, old). More than ever, she knows how to bridge the gap
between various genres, but also religions, with her music. Actually, it is cross-border in
many ways, except for the decent. And that's nice, because it gives extra frills to the still so
beautiful with classically infected folk sound. The music is inspired by Oslo Cathedral, the
Oslo Synagogue and the Mosque Islamic Cultural Center in Grønland in Oslo, respectively.
She therefore sings a Norwegian, Jewish and Arabic folk song. That turns out to be so
beautiful and almost narcotic. It is trying to make knots, where the connection is already there
in a hopeful way. Actually as you would always like. What an indescribable, intense beauty! I
would almost say divine

